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This matter arose from an appeal filed by the Appellant of a September 30, 2011 Final 
Equalization Notice issued by the Iowa Department of Revenue.  Pursuant to 701 Iowa 
Administrative Code 2.31, the Iowa State Board of Tax Review transferred the case for 
hearing to the Iowa Department of Inspections and Appeals.  A contested case hearing 
was held on April 9, 2013 at the Wallace State Office Building in Des Moines, Iowa.  
Appellant Ringgold County was represented by attorney Clinton Spurrier.  The Iowa 
Department of Revenue (the Department) was represented by assistant attorneys 
general James Miller and Donald Stanley.  Ringgold County Assessor Neil Morgan and 
Richard Stradley testified for the Appellant.  Dr. William Edwards and property tax 
division administrator Julie Roisen testified for the Department.  The Appellant 
submitted Exhibits 1 through 18, which were admitted as evidence.  The Department 
submitted Exhibits A through U, which were admitted as evidence.  Arrangements were 
made at hearing for the Department to submit Exhibit V, the Final Equalization Order 
under appeal, by April 30, 2013.  The Department timely submitted Exhibit V, and it is 
admitted as evidence. 
 
Arrangements were also made at the hearing for the parties to submit post-hearing 
briefs.  The Appellant’s brief was due by April 30, 2013; the Department’s brief was due 
by May 30, 2013; and the Appellant’s reply brief was due June 20, 2013.  The Appellant 
and the Department timely submitted initial briefs.  The Appellant submitted its reply 
brief on June 24, 2013; Appellant’s attorney indicated he erroneously believed the brief 
was due on June 27, 2013.  To date, the Department has filed no resistance to 
Appellant’s late submission of its reply brief.  Accordingly, Appellant’s reply brief – as 
well as its initial brief and the Department’s brief – were considered. 
 

ISSUES 
 

1. The appropriateness of including in the agricultural equalization formula set 
forth in Iowa Administrative Code rule 701-71.12(1) (formula) 50 percent of 
Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) payments as being attributable to landlord 
income instead of 100 percent. 
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2. The appropriateness of including in the formula 25 percent of any government 
agricultural program payments (such as SURE payments) being attributable to 
landlord income instead of 50 percent. 
 

3. The appropriateness of including in the formula 50 percent of federal crop 
insurance payments or indemnities as income attributable to the landlord and a 
corresponding 50 percent of federal crop insurance premiums as expenses 
attributable to the landlord. 
 

4. The appropriateness of including in the formula hay and pasture expenses 
attributable to the landlord at 50 percent instead of 25 percent. 
 

5. The appropriateness of including in the formula various expenses attributable to 
the landlord related to indirect costs, including building and facility costs, 
depreciation and utility costs as those costs are applied to CRP, hay and pasture 
acres.1 

 
FINDINGS OF FACT 

 
A. Background:  Agricultural Productivity Formula 
 
In Iowa, state law requires that the actual value of agricultural property for tax 
assessment purposes be determined on the basis of productivity and net earning 
capacity of the property determined on the basis of its use for agricultural purposes.  
Agricultural property is specifically exempted from being valued on the basis of fair and 
reasonable market value.2  The formula or method employed to determine productivity 
and net earning capacity is required to be adopted by the Iowa Department of Revenue 
and Finance in full by rule.3 
 
In response to this mandate, the Department of Revenue has promulgated a rule for 
determining aggregate actual values of agricultural real estate; for purposes of this 
decision, the rule will be referred to as the agricultural productivity formula (APF).  In 
order to determine the equalized valuation of agricultural realty for each county, the 
Department collects information regarding county acres, county yields, county gross 
income, and county production costs.  Acreage information is collected for total acres, 
corn acres, oats and wheat acres, hay acres, pasture acres, acres participating in 
applicable government programs, and other acres.  Yield information is collected for 
corn, oats, soybeans, and hay.4     
 

                                                 
1 While expenses related to CRP acres are included in the parties’ fifth stipulated issue, neither 
the Appellant nor the Department made any argument related to indirect expenses and CRP 
acres in their briefs.  Consequently, this issue is not addressed in the proposed decision. 
2 Prior to 1978, the state of Iowa used a formula to value agricultural land that represented 50% 
productivity of the land and 50% market value of the land.  (Stradley testimony).   
3 Iowa Code § 441.21(1)(e), (g) (2013).  
4 701 Iowa Administrative Code (IAC) 71.12(1). 
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With regard to county production costs, the Department has relied since the late 1970s 
on the Department of Economics at Iowa State University (ISU) to supply estimates of 
the costs of production for major crops in Iowa for use in calculating the APF.  The cost 
information supplied by ISU is based on data received from the Iowa Farm Business 
Association (IFBA).  Income estimates for the APF typically come from the Iowa office 
of the USDA’s National Agricultural Statistics Service.  (Exh. Q).   
 
Generally, for purposes of the APF, a landowner’s net returns have been estimated by 
ISU using the terms of a typical crop share lease in Iowa.  For corn, silage, soybeans, and 
oats, the county income is calculated by multiplying one-half of the five-year production 
multiplied by the five-year average price received; this mimics a 50/50 crop share lease 
where the landlord and tenant share equally in production.  (Exh. Q).   
 
Crop share leases have been used in Iowa for many decades, although their popularity is 
currently on the decline.  In 1983, 47% of all leased farm acres in Iowa were operated 
under a crop share lease arrangement.  In 2007, that percentage had dipped to 22%.  A 
1975 report from ISU entitled Procedures for Capitalizing Agricultural Income notes 
that the crop share lease approach was selected for the APF since more accurate expense 
data can be developed than if the earnings of owner-operated farms were considered as 
the standard. (Exh. B, Q; Edwards, Roisen testimony).   
 
The Department’s task in developing a model that accurately and uniformly assesses 
productivity values of agricultural land is complicated by the fact that there are not 
typical farming practices that are employed all throughout the state.  The Department’s 
model, therefore, does not take into account anecdotal evidence regarding practices in a 
specific county in determining productivity value.  The Department’s formula was never 
designed to replicate actual practices.  (Roisen testimony).   
 
Dr. William Edwards is a faculty member at ISU who spearheads the data collection 
effort undertaken by ISU for the Department; he has done so since 1982.  Dr. Edwards 
has a Ph.D. in agricultural economics from ISU and has been on the faculty there since 
1979.  Dr. Edwards indicated that the procedures used to estimate crop income and 
expenses for the APF have had only minor adjustments over the past 30 years.  In a 
report, Dr. Edwards noted: 
 

Any changes made to improve the accuracy of such estimates must be 
weighed against the need for consistency over time.  Nevertheless, changes 
in crop production technology, farm lease terms, and government 
programs may make some revisions advisable.  The best data sources 
should be used; however, not all the desired data will be available.  The 
Iowa Farm Business Association data does not contain all the details 
needed for some cost areas, and USDA data gathering has been reduced in 
recent years.  Classification of land area by crops is not consistent across 
all data sources.  As crop share leases decrease in popularity it will become 
harder to document “typical” terms.  Nonetheless, the general approach 
adopted decades ago for estimating the net returns accruing to farmland in 
Iowa is still valid, and avoids many problems encountered in other states 
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that have attempted to use cash rent returns or economically engineered 
budget estimates for the same purpose. 

 
(Exh. Q). 
 
There are some exceptions to the 50/50 crop share model that the APF largely uses, 
which will be discussed in more detail below.  Relevant to the appeal at issue here are 
the differences in calculating income from hay and pasture land and the calculation of 
income from government programs, including the Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) 
and the Supplemental Revenue (SURE) program.  Also at issue is the Department’s 
decision not to include crop insurance indemnities or premiums in calculating the value 
of agricultural land. 
 
B. Equalization Process 
 
Once the Department arrives at a figure for net income per acre, that figure is 
capitalized at 7% to arrive at the productivity value per acre for each county.  The 
Department multiplies this figure by all of a county’s agricultural acres in order to get a 
total productivity value for the county.  The county must meet that total value in 
assessing individual parcels of its agricultural land.  (Roisen testimony).   
 
Every two years, when a county submits its aggregate valuation, the Department 
compares the aggregate valuation to the productivity formula to ensure that the county’s 
property values are within 5% of the full productivity value of the land, as determined by 
the agricultural productivity formula.5  The purpose of equalization is to ensure that the 
same methodology for valuing property is being used in all of the counties throughout 
the state.  (Roisen testimony).   
 
This appeal arises from a 2011 Final Equalization Notice issued by the Iowa Department 
of Revenue to the Ringgold County Auditor on September 30, 2011.  The notice 
increased by 11% the tax on the class of property identified as Agricultural Land and 
Structures, Excluding Residential Dwellings on Agricultural Realty, Outside and Within 
Incorporated Cities.  There was no adjustment to the other two classes of property, 
residential realty and commercial realty, identified in the notice.  (Exh. V).   
   
Ringgold County reported the same valuation for its agricultural land in 2011 as in 
2009.  The equalization order was issued because the value of the land should have been 
11% higher than was reported.  (Roisen testimony).   
 
Ringgold County does not specifically dispute the equalization order requiring an 11% 
upward adjustment of agricultural land values in the county.  Rather, Ringgold County 
disputes the Department’s application of the APF to the agricultural land in Ringgold 
County in five specific areas:  1) Ringgold County believes the formula should use 100% 
of income from CRP payments; 2) Ringgold County believes payments from the SURE 
program should be attributable to the landlord at 50%; 3) Ringgold County believes 
federal crop insurance payments or indemnities should be counted as income 

                                                 
5 See 701 IAC 71.11. 
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attributable to the landlord and that crop insurance premiums should be counted as 
expenses attributable to the landlord; 4) Ringgold County believes hay and pasture 
expenses attributable to the landlord should be included at 25% rather than 50%; and 5) 
Ringgold County disputes the use of various indirect expenses that are attributable to 
the landlord for hay and pasture acres. 
 
For 2005 through 2009, Ringgold had 47,601 acres in corn, 50,940 acres in soybeans, 
1,034 acres in oats, 53,045 acres listed as “government programs,”6 36,540 acres in hay, 
26,664 acres in tillable pasture, 58,523 acres in non-tillable pasture, and 4,133 in “other 
acreage.”  The Ringgold County assessor is concerned that, because corn and soybeans 
have increased dramatically in value, counties like Ringgold County where the majority 
of the land is not in corn and bean production have had a smaller valuation increase 
than counties without such a distribution.  (Exh. 5; Morgan testimony).   
 
C. Government Programs 
 
The APF provides generally that income from government programs is attributable to 
the landlord for valuation purposes at 50% of the 5-year average amount of cash 
payments.  The language of the rule states: 
 

Government programs:  Gross income shall be one-half of the 5-year 
average amount of cash payments or equivalent (such as PIK bushels) 
including but not limited to diverted, deficiency and PIK programs as 
reported by the USDA Farm Service Agency.7 

 
 1.  CRP Payments 
 
CRP, which was initiated in approximately 1985, is a long-term land retirement 
program; landowners who participate must seed CRP acres to a permanent cover crop 
and maintain weed control.  A CRP contract lasts for 10 years; the farmer receives a cash 
payment each year for the duration of the contract.  The annual CRP rental payment is 
to be divided among the participants on a single CRP contract in the manner that is 
agreed upon in the contract.  Under this arrangement, landlords and tenants may 
continue to share payments received for CRP acreage.  At this point, the Department 
estimates that approximately 85% of all CRP payments are received by landlords alone, 
with no tenant share arrangement in place.  (Exh. O, Q; Edwards testimony).   
 
The APF also addresses another category – diverted acres – which is distinct from CRP; 
diverted acres was a term applied to land taken out of crop production annually to 
comply with eligibility rules for certain USDA commodity support programs in effect.  A 
farmer did not receive a cash payment each year under the diverted acres program; 
rather, diverting the acres was essentially the cost of getting into another commodity 
program.  Diverted acres were typically seeded with an annual cover crop.  The diverted 
acres program was eliminated in 1997.  (Exh. Q; Edwards testimony). 

                                                 
6 The Ringgold County assessor testified that the entire 53,045 acres listed as “government 
programs” are acres that are in CRP status.  (Morgan testimony).   
7 701 IAC 71.12(1)(a)(3)(6). 
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The Department has always included the income from CRP acres at 50% in the APF.  
The Department has taken this position because CRP is regarded as a government 
program and is similar to the discontinued diverted acres program, which is specifically 
referenced in the rule.  The 50% income used for government programs reflects the crop 
share model that underlies the majority of the APF.  (Roisen testimony).   
 
The Ringgold County assessor, Neil Morgan, testified that the income that a farmer gets 
from diverting acres out of production into CRP should be included at 100% in the APF.  
Morgan asserts that 85% of CRP contracts do not include a tenant, therefore using the 
crop share model that splits profits between the landowner and a tenant is outdated 
with regard to CRP acres.  (Morgan testimony). 
 
 2.  SURE Program 
 
Iowa State University’s extension service provides the following synopsis of the SURE 
program, which was implemented in 2008: 
 

SURE is a revenue guarantee program, similar to crop revenue insurance.  
If the farm’s actual crop revenue is less than the guarantee, the SURE 
payment makes up 60 percent of the difference.  The actual crop revenue 
includes not only the estimated value of the crop produced, but other 
USDA payments and crop insurance indemnity payments received, as well.  
This prevents farmers from receiving double payments for the same losses.  
All guarantees and actual revenues under SURE are calculated as the sum 
for all crops and all counties involved in the “farming operation,” even if 
some of the land is located in an ineligible county.  Payments are not made 
for losses to individual crops or insurance units.   
 
. . . 
 
The SURE guarantee is simply the sum of all the crop insurance 
guarantees purchased for the current crop year, increased by 15 percent.  
The extra 15 percent is designed to fill part of the revenue gap not covered 
by insurance. . . There is also an overall “cap” on the SURE guarantee that 
is equivalent to 90 percent of the expected revenue on all crops, as 
measured by crop insurance guarantees. 
 
. . . 
 
To be eligible for SURE payments, a producer must insure all eligible 
crops.  Approximately 90 percent of the corn and soybeans in Iowa are 
covered by crop insurance each year.  However, only a small percent of 
other crops, such as oats, wheat and hay, are typically insured.   

 
(Exh. L).  To receive SURE payments, an eligible producer must have a qualifying loss, 
which means at least a 10 percent production loss affecting one crop of economic 
significance due to a disaster on a farm in a disaster county.  (Exh. M).   
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The Department includes payments under the SURE program as income for purposes of 
the APF at 25%, rather than the 50% used for other government programs, because it 
views the program as substantially different from previous programs.  (Roisen 
testimony).  The Department has concluded that  
 

[i]ncluding 50% of the SURE payments as indicated under the formula, 
while knowing the composition of the payment is not all related to the 
actual productivity of the land would distort valuations that are supposed 
to reflect a productivity value.  The basis of including only 25% appears to 
recognize this possible distortion in agricultural productivity value.  It is 
also allowed under rule 71.12(1)(b) for the use of other relevant data which 
the director may consider in performing equalization duties . . . which in 
this case the director utilized.   

 
(Exh. A, p. 12).   
 
Ringgold County farmers have gotten federal disaster payments frequently due to 
drought and/or flooding.  According to the Ringgold County assessor, including SURE 
payments at 50% rather than 25% would mean a $1.5 million difference in total 
agricultural land value in the county, or an approximately 2% shift in agricultural land 
values.  (Morgan testimony).   
 
D. Federal Crop Insurance 
 
In 2012, approximately 87% of the harvested crop acres in Iowa were insured with 
multiple peril crop insurance.  Data from the USDA Risk Management Agency show that 
since 1997 indemnities paid to Iowa farmers and crop share landowners from multiple 
peril crop insurance policies have averaged 50% of the total premiums paid, although 
this can vary greatly from year to year.  In 2012, farmers paid 42% of the total premiums 
on crop insurance, while the USDA paid 58% of the premiums.  Consequently, the 
expected net income from crop insurance would be only slightly higher than the 
premiums paid (50% return versus 42% spent on premiums).  If crop insurance 
premiums are correctly calibrated, over time premiums and indemnities paid should be 
expected to equal out.  Crop insurance premiums are calculated county by county based 
on production histories going back 30 years or more.  (Exh. Q; Edwards testimony). 
 
The Department has never included crop insurance indemnity payments in determining 
the value of agricultural land under the APF; likewise, the Department has not included 
the premiums paid as an expense that farmers bear.  The Department’s rationale on this 
point is that these premiums and indemnities are not considered to be an operating 
expense related to production.  (Roisen testimony).   
 
In Ringgold County in the past several years, farmers have seen decreased production 
rates; crop insurance payments have compensated in part for that decreased production.  
Morgan testified that incorporating crop insurance payments and premiums into the 
APF would result in agricultural land in Ringgold County increasing in value by $79.80 
per acre.  Similarly, in Monroe County, a county with similar crop losses to Ringgold 
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County over the last several years, the value of land would increase by $107.60 per acre.  
In Lyon County in northwest Iowa and Emmet County in north central Iowa, counties 
which have not experienced significant crop losses over that same time period, 
agricultural land values would decrease by $35 and $13.50 per acre, respectively, if crop 
insurance payments were taken into account.  (Morgan testimony).   
 
Morgan acknowledged that the tax value of an individual agricultural parcel in Ringgold 
County does not depend at all on the level at which the crops are insured.  For example, 
two otherwise identical parcels – one insured at 90% and one insured at 10% - would 
have identical assessed values.  (Morgan testimony).   
 
E.  Hay and Pasture Acres 
 
 1.  Income/Expense Ratio 
 
The 1975 report from ISU establishes that hay and pasture income is based upon a cash 
rent value rather than based on the crop share model.  Dr. Howell, who determined the 
percentages for the first model, decided that the cash rent per acre received for hay and 
tillable pasture should be one-fourth of the hay yield for each county multiplied by the 
five-year statewide average hay price at that time.  The cash rent for non-tillable pasture 
was determined to be one-half of the cash rent received for hay and tillable pasture.  
(Exh. B).  The current regulation utilized by the Department still provides that hay 
income shall be determined based upon a cash rent amount.   
 
In the 1979 document, Procedures to Determine the Productivity and Net Earning 
Capacity of Agricultural Land Only and of All Agricultural Realty, Marvin Julius and 
Raymond Beneke of ISU explain: 
 

The landowner share that is assumed in the budget-worksheet procedure 
is 50 percent of the gross income from cash crops and diverted acres and 
cash rent equal to 25 percent of the estimated gross value of forage and 
pasture yields.  These are traditional shares that are generally reported by 
farm management specialists as describing the typical arrangements.   

 
(Exh. C). 
 
Beginning as far back as 1979, landlord hay production costs were estimated as 50% of 
the cost of seed, fertilizer, and lime; that convention is still followed in the APF today.  
Data from the IFBA regarding 2011 production costs show that landlords paid 
approximately 50% of the total hay production costs per acre.  (Exh. E; Exh. Q, Table 3). 
 
The Appellant also raised the issue of the type of hay that the Department uses for its 
current production numbers.  Of late, the Department has used income and expense 
figures that refer to alfalfa hay.  The reason for this is that the data available from the 
IFBA address only alfalfa hay; for the past two years, there has been no summary from 
IFBA regarding the production costs of mixed hay.  Alfalfa hay is at the high end of hay 
production; it requires more expenses to produce and yields higher income.  (Edwards, 
Morgan testimony).   
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 2.  Allowable Production Expenses 
 
Production expenses for purposes of the APF for hay acres include drying and storage, 
utilities, seed, fertilizer, herbicide, and insecticide.  These same categories of production 
costs are allocated to all income producing agricultural lands.  (Exh. Q, Table 3).   
 
At hearing, the Ringgold County assessor offered testimony regarding his observations 
that Ringgold County has experienced a shift from small bale to large bale hay 
production, which he believes means less labor and fewer storage costs.  Morgan 
estimated that there is no building storage cost on greater than 90% of large hay bales as 
they are never stored.  (Morgan testimony).   
 
Dr. Edwards testified that large round bales, large square bales, and small square bales 
are all used in Iowa; he does not know of data regarding how many acres utilize each 
mode of baling.  (Edwards testimony).   
 

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
 
The director of the Department of Revenue is charged by the legislature with exercising 
general supervision over the administration of the assessment and tax laws of the state 
and ensuring that “all assessments of property and taxes levied on the property be made 
relatively just and uniform in substantial compliance with the law.”8 
 
Iowa Code section 441.21(e) provides: 
 

The actual value of agricultural property shall be determined on the basis 
of productivity and net earning capacity of the property determined on the 
basis of its use for agricultural purposes capitalized at a rate of seven 
percent and applied uniformly among counties and among classes of 
property.  Any formula or method employed to determine productivity and 
net earning capacity of property shall be adopted in full by rule. 

 
As discussed above in considerable detail, the Department has implemented a rule at 
701 Iowa Administrative Code 71.12(1)(a), which sets forth the formula by which the 
Department will determine the productivity and net earning capacity of agricultural 
land throughout the state.  The Appellant, Ringgold County, challenges several aspects 
of the Department’s interpretation of the formula as applied to the assessed value of 
agricultural property as a whole in Ringgold County.   
 
As an initial matter, even a cursory glance at the evidence in this case establishes that 
the task the Department has been charged with by the legislature – that of establishing a 
uniform, statewide system that accurately values agricultural land on the basis of its 
productivity and net earning capacity – is a daunting one.  The Department developed 
the first agricultural productivity formula in conjunction with the economics 
department at ISU and both parties acknowledge that it has changed little in the 

                                                 
8 Iowa Code § 421.17(1) (2013). 
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approximately three decades since its inception.  The evidence establishes that the 
formula developed relies generally on a crop share model of farming, with landlord and 
tenant sharing equally in production costs and income produced.  While this model was 
more prevalent at the time the formula was implemented, even then crop share leases 
only accounted for 47% of the leased farm acres in Iowa.  The model was never intended 
as a descriptor of the most prevalent or highest efficiency farming practices in Iowa. 
 
Ringgold County asserts that it is not challenging the crop share model as a whole.  
While it is true that Ringgold County does not advocate upending the crop share model 
entirely, there are aspects of its argument that are premised upon the idea that the 
model must reflect majority farming practices in Iowa.  The Department does not argue 
– and indeed the evidence does not support – that the agricultural productivity formula 
reflects the way that all farmers in Iowa do business.  There is no way that one formula 
could do that; inherent limitations on available data, as well as variable farming 
practices would make such a task nearly impossible.  The thrust of the Appellant’s 
argument – while not advocating for a wholesale overthrow of the crop share model on 
which the APF is based – is that the Department is implementing the APF incorrectly 
because the implementation does not necessarily comport with the realities of how 
farming is practiced in Ringgold County, or elsewhere in the state.   
 
Dr. Edwards’ testimony, as well as the multiple reports and analyses that were prepared 
in the 1970s and 1980s, establish that the Department chose the crop share model to use 
as the basis for the APF because more accurate data could be developed with regard to 
that model.  Dr. Edwards’ opinion, after working with the crop share model for a little 
over three decades, is that the model is still valid for estimating net returns accruing to 
farmland in Iowa.  Dr. Edwards’ noted that the crop share model avoids many of the 
problems that have been encountered in other states that have attempted to use other 
models, such as cash rent or economically engineered budget estimates, to value 
agricultural land.   
 
It is clear from the post-hearing briefs submitted by the Appellant that its goal in 
advocating for these changes in the APF is to increase the assessed value of agricultural 
land in Ringgold County.  In its reply brief, Appellant writes: 
 

The problems Ringgold County has identified in the implementation of the 
agricultural formula devalue poorer quality farm ground, and for a county 
with 43 percent of its acres being utilized as hay or pasture ground, as well 
as a significant number of acres enrolled in CRP, this devaluation affects a 
significant portion of the county’s agricultural land.  As agricultural values 
are pushed down, the property tax burden shifts to other classes of 
property, which in Ringgold County is primarily residential property.   

 
Looking at the Appellant’s argument in general terms, it is unpersuasive.  The fact that 
poorer quality farm ground – such as hay and pasture land – is valued less than higher 
quality farm ground under the APF seems like an argument in favor of the APF’s validity 
and continued vitality, rather than the opposite.   
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While attacking the current productivity formula as unjust, the Appellant has not set 
forth any alternative, comprehensive system for valuing agricultural land that would be 
more just.  Rather, the Appellant suggests tweaks to the comprehensive system already 
in place that would have the effect of raising the value of agricultural land in Ringgold 
County and other counties with a predominance of hay, pasture, and CRP acres. 
 
In H&R Partnership v. Davis County Board of Review, the Iowa Supreme Court 
examined a tax protest from landowners on whose land swine confinement operations 
had been constructed.9  The county board of review separated its assessment of the land 
into two figures for each parcel:  one for buildings and one for land.  The land value was 
established using the general procedure laid out in 701 Iowa Administrative Code 
71.12(1).  One of the arguments advanced by the landowners was that their assessment 
should have been based on the productivity value of their property as a swine-producing 
operation.  The Court agreed with the county board of review, which asserted that 
consideration of the productivity value of livestock operations is an “unsatisfactory 
criteria for assessing agricultural land because it involves the profits derived from a 
business being carried on upon the land rather than the productivity value of the land 
itself.”  The Court concluded: 
 

Section 441.21(1)(e) expressly authorizes the Iowa Department of Revenue 
and Finance to fashion a formula in accordance with that statute for the 
valuation of agricultural property.  We are satisfied that the formula set 
forth in rule 701.71.12(1) provides a reasonable application of the 
productivity, net-earning capacity, and seven percent capitalization 
criteria established by section 441.21(1)(e). 

 
While the challenge by the Appellant in this case is slightly different, Ringgold County 
similarly urges that its special circumstances – a surplus of lower-producing hay and 
pasture land and a dearth of higher producing corn and soybean land – dictate 
establishment of a rule that is more favorable in the valuation particulars to its own 
interests.   
 
The Appellant acknowledges in its briefing that challenge of the APF through appeal of 
an equalization order “appears to be attacking the assessment procedure a stage too late 
in the process,” but asserts that this is “the only viable avenue of attack available to 
counties.”  The Appellant asserts that communicating its position to the Department has 
proven to be an exercise in futility “and the rule making procedure is a more extended 
process through which Ringgold County would undoubtedly be required to battle the 
Department through each step.”  The Appellant acknowledges in its briefing that “the 
Department has been empowered with the ability to exercise broad and largely 
unfettered discretion in the implementation of the statute and corresponding rules.”   
 
The Appellant is correct that the Department has been granted broad discretion by the 
legislature to determine how best to determine the productivity and net earning capacity 
of agricultural land.  As required by statute, the Department has adopted – through the 
formal rulemaking process – a regulation that addresses how productivity is to be 

                                                 
9 654 N.W.2d 521 (Iowa 2002). 
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calculated through examination of county acres, county yields, county gross income, and 
county production costs.  The Appellant has presented no evidence that the regulation 
as written violates the statutory mandate the Department has been given to develop a 
just and uniform system of property assessment that values agricultural property based 
upon its productivity and net earning capacity.  The only question, then, is whether the 
Department’s implementation of the APF is contrary to the regulation as written.  That 
question will be addressed in turn for the various issues the Appellant has been raised in 
this appeal. 
 
A. CRP Payments 
 
Ringgold County argues that the Department’s decision to utilize 50% of CRP payments 
as income under the crop share model is inconsistent with current farming practices.  
The county cites as evidence that 85% of CRP payments go to a landlord only, with no 
share to a tenant.  As noted above, the validity of the Department’s formula does not 
depend upon its reflection of actual farming practices in Iowa.  CRP is a federal program 
that replaced shorter-term crop diversion programs, such as the diverted acres program.  
The Department’s decision to treat CRP as a “government program” under the rule and 
to utilize 50% of payments as income in determining productivity is consistent with the 
regulation.   
 
B. Crop Insurance Indemnities and Premiums 
 
The APF regulation does not provide for use of crop insurance indemnities as income in 
valuing agricultural land in Iowa.  While income from “government programs” is 
counted at 50% of the five-year average of cash payments, the Department has not 
interpreted federal crop insurance as a government program for income purposes.  Such 
a decision is within the Department’s discretion and is consistent with the evidence 
presented at hearing.   
 
The Department’s rationale for not including crop insurance is that obtaining income 
from a crop insurance indemnity is the result of a management decision on the part of 
the landowner, and not a direct result of the land’s productivity itself.  Additionally, 
there is evidence in the record that crop insurance indemnities – which Appellant 
argues should be counted as income – roughly equal crop insurance premiums – which 
Appellant argues should be counted as a landlord expense.  In fact, as Dr. Edwards 
testified, crop insurance premiums and payouts are intended to cancel one another out 
over time.  Given this evidence, it is rational and consistent with its regulation for the 
Department to make a determination to exclude crop insurance entirely from its 
determination of agricultural land value.   
 
C.   Hay and Pasture Land 
 
The Department’s regulation mandates that income from hay and pasture land be 
calculated using a cash rent value.  The evidence demonstrates that the cash rent model 
was chosen for hay and pasture acres, with landowner share of production costs at 50%, 
because that reflected the typical arrangement, as reported by farm management 
specialists, at the time the model was developed.  As noted above, the Department has 
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been granted discretion in formulating a model that fairly and uniformly values 
agricultural land; there is no evidence here that the Department’s decision regarding 
how to value hay and pasture land exceeds its discretion.  The Department’s use of a 
cash rent value for income and a 50% share of production costs is appropriate under 
these circumstances. 
 
Regarding the specific production costs that are included for hay and pasture land, the 
Appellant has presented nothing but anecdotal evidence to support its assertion that hay 
and pasture land expenses have changed significantly based on a switch from small bale 
to large bale hay production in Iowa.  Even if the Appellant’s assertion were backed up 
with empirical data, the Department’s model need not reflect the majority farming 
practice for hay and pasture land in order to comply with the statutory mandate for 
assessing agricultural land.   
 
In short, the method of valuation for hay and pasture land that the Department used for 
purposes of the 2011 Equalization Notice is consistent with the APF regulation and does 
not exceed the discretion afforded the Department by statute.   
 
D. SURE Program Payments 
 
Finally, the Appellant argues that the Department’s decision to include 25% of SURE 
program payments as income – rather than 50% as the rule dictates for government 
programs or 0% as the Department has decided to do with regard to federal crop 
insurance indemnities – is incorrect because it is contrary to the Department’s 
regulation. 
 
The APF regulation specifically delineates how county gross income shall be calculated.  
With regard to government programs, the regulation provides that “[g]ross income shall 
be one-half of the 5-year average amount of cash payments or equivalent (such as PIK 
bushels) including but not limited to diverted, deficiency and PIK programs as reported 
by the USDA Farm Service Agency.”  Apart from government programs, there are eight 
other specific categories of income that must be used in computing county gross income: 
corn, silage, soybeans, oats, hay, tillable pasture, nontillable pasture, and other acres.10   
 
The Department asserts that, while it classifies SURE as a government program, it 
counts SURE payments at 25% rather than 50% because of its determination that part of 
the SURE income paid to farmers is more like crop insurance, which it does not count as 
income, than like traditional government programs.  The Department asserts that 
counting SURE payments at 25% is permissible because of 701 Iowa Administrative 
Code 71.12(1)(b), which provides: 
 
  

                                                 
10 There is no specific definition of “other acres.”  Under the rule, income from other acres is the 
product of the number of other acres multiplied by 17 percent of the net income per acre for all 
other land uses. 701 IAC 71.12(a)(3)(8). 
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Use of other relevant data.  The director may also consider other relevant 
data, including field investigations conducted by representatives of the 
department of revenue, to determine the level of assessment of 
agricultural real estate. 

 
In order to evaluate the Department’s claim that subsection “b” allows the Department 
to treat SURE program income differently than the specific treatment mandated by the 
regulation, an examination of the structure of the regulation is necessary.  Subsection 
“a” sets out the method by which the Department will determine the equalized valuation 
of agricultural realty for each county, including how acres are counted, how information 
about yields is obtained, how gross income is computed, and how production costs are 
computed.  At issue here is how gross income is computed.  The language used in the 
regulation regarding computation of income is mandatory language; the Department 
has mandated that income shall be computed in the manners indicated, including for 
government programs.   
 
Subsection “b” is set forth in full above.  Subsection “c” provides: 
 

Determination of value.  The aggregate actual value of agricultural real 
estate in each county shall be determined by multiplying the equalized per 
acre value by the number of acres of agricultural real estate reported on 
the abstract of assessment for the current year, adjusted where necessary 
by the results of any field investigations conducted by the department of 
revenue and any other relevant data available. 

 
The equalized per acre value that is referenced in subsection “c” is the value that is 
arrived at by the process described in detail in subsection “a.”  On its face, subsection “c” 
appears to contemplate that adjustments the Department might make in the ultimate 
determination of value would come after the equalized per acre value – determined in 
subsection “a” – is multiplied by the number of agricultural acres reported.  The statute 
that authorizes the Department to develop the APF requires that the formula or method 
employed to determine productivity “shall be adopted in full by rule.”  If subsection “b” 
were broad enough to allow the Department to change any of the input factors utilized 
in subsection “a” based simply on the use of “other relevant data,” the exception could 
potentially swallow the rule.  That does not appear to have been the intent of the 
legislature.  Requiring the Department to adopt the formula by rule requires use of the 
formal rulemaking process, which allows stakeholders – including counties like 
Appellant – to provide input into any changes that are made. 
 
The Department has acknowledged that it classified the SURE program as a government 
program for purposes of the APF regulation.  Under these circumstances, the 
Department’s decision to use only 25% of SURE program payments as income in 
applying the APF – rather than the 50% mandated for government programs – is 
incorrect.   
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ORDER 
 
The Department’s 2011 Final Equalization Notice issued to Ringgold County shall be 
modified to reflect the calculation of SURE program payments as income at the 50% 
level, as discussed above.  The Department shall take any other action necessary to 
implement this decision.   
 
Dated this 6th day of January, 2014. 

 
Laura E. Lockard 
Administrative Law Judge 
 
cc: James Miller, Assistant Attorney General (by electronic mail) 
 Donald Stanley, Assistant Attorney General (by electronic mail) 
 Clinton Spurrier, Attorney (by electronic and first class mail) 
 
 

NOTICE 
 

This proposed decision becomes the final decision of the state board of tax review 
without further proceedings unless there is an appeal to, or review on motion of, the 
state board of tax review within the time provided in 701 Administrative Code 2.51.  701 
IAC 2.50. 
 
 
 


